sweeps away Macondo is well known to the readers of One Hundred Years of Solitude: Macondo was a prosperous place until it was exploited, corrupted and destroyed by the fruit company; this wave of destruction reached a peak during a general strike, when 3,000 workers were slaughtered by the Colombian army; this episode was erased from the collective memory -the recollection of the events by one of the survivors was contradicted by the false version accepted by the historians, and repeated in the school textbooks: 'aqui no ha habido muertos'.4 History became legend. Garcia Marquez reveals to us now that the apocalyptic massacre described in his book did not occur in such dramatic dimensions; but now 'the legend has been adopted as history'.
Two contradictory legends and two contradictory versions of history popularised by the work of a novelist; does it matter? For some literary critics it matters a great deal, as their analysis of One Hundred Years 'emphasize the condensed accuracy of its historical vision'.5 And of course the question 'of how we are to take what is offered to us as "reality"' in the novel is often at the centre of the literary debate. According to Michael Wood, 'the texture of the novel is made up of legends treated as truths -because they are truths to those who believe them -but also... of real facts that no one believes in'.6 It is not my intention, however, to enquire into the ways Garcia Marquez uses history for artful, literary purposes.
My concern runs in the opposite direction: to what extent has the fiction in One Hundred Years of Solitude been accepted as history? From this perspective, the subject matters for a variety of reasons. For a start, Garcia Marquez himself has often encouraged the view that his work is a faithful reflection of reality. 'Lo que pasa' -he said in a 1968 interview -'es que en America Latina, por decreto se olvida un acontecimiento como tres mil muertos. Esto que parece fantastico, esti extraido de la mas miserable realidad cotidiana'.7 However, regarding the number of casualties, as Stephen Minta has observed, 'Garcia Mirquez has insisted that accuracy in this instance was never his primary consideration'.8 Nonetheless he has been consistent in his attacks against a supposedly 'official history' and in his intentions to lead a new reading of Colombian history.9
There is, as already noted, a school of thought that follows this line of A recent biography of Garcia Marquez by Dalso Saldivar states that since the publication of the novel in I967, 'la mayoria de los colombianos empezaria a hablar de los tres mil muertos de las bananeras del Magdalena'. Saldivar also stresses that this tragic event marked 'de forma indeleble la conciencia hist6rica de todo el pais'.20 According to German Arciniegas, a leading figure who many would identify with the intellectual 'establishment' and the Academia de Historia de Colombia, 'Macondo es punto de referencia para la interpretacion de toda nuestra historia'.21
The purpose of this article is therefore to raise some questions about how literary critics and historians have accepted as history Garcia November, the PSR had warned Mahecha 'no confundir la huelga con la insurrecci6n', but as the events unfolded it instructed its members to 'lanzarse a la acci6n directa'.59 With the benefit of hindsight it is easy to argue that the government over-reacted to the 'insurrectionary threats'. Indeed contemporary publications of the opposition against the Conservative regime, such as El Espectador, accused the government of creating an 'imagined revolution'. Medofilo Medina also refers to the 'novelon del gobierno', 'una farsa montada'.60 But the evidence above, mostly from sources close to the PSR, suggests that the 1928 strike was no simple industrial dispute. The authorities not only feared social unrest as a result of a 'communist insurrection' -real or imagined; they probably feared even more a Liberal rebellion.61 For those facing the strike, the concern for the consequences of a continuing general breakdown of law and order therefore was probably genuine, particularly bearing in mind the weak position of the state forces.
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With barely I5 men policing Cienaga, the Police was palpably weak. 
